INSIDER SECRETS!
4 Travel Nursing Experts Reveal
Their Top Tips For Nurses

For 20 years, I have worked with travel nursing's best. I asked a few of
them for their best tips for nurses interested in travel nursing. Here is
what they had to say. I threw in a few of my own thoughts too!
I hope you find this valuable.
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Conrad Lopez, Founder
TravelnursingUSA.com
conrad@travelnursingusa.com
Text Me@650-376-0456

Try not to get locked into a specific geographical location. In my experience,
you will have a much larger selection of jobs to pursue if you can be flexible
about where you will accept an assignment. A good way to broaden your
horizons is to ask your recruiter for several different ideas and then do a little
research on the Internet. You may find some nuggets that you would never
have come up with on your own. I know that sometimes you will have solid
reasons to go to a specific locale, but be forewarned that will make your job
search that much harder. Try to be flexible and your chances for a happy
outcome will increase.

IF you have the resources and the skill set, you should build your own Travel
Nurse Profile and have it available to forward to a recruiter at a moment's
notice.This will give you the ability to "strike" when a job you want pops up.
I can give you some help with this if you ask. Of course, any good recruiter
will do this for you but if you walk through the door with a Profile in your
hands I promise you, you will go to the top of their list of prospective nurses.
Simply put, it makes their job easier.

TAKE ACTION!
Each week I publish a listing of 25 "hot new travel
nursing jobs" located all over the USA in different
specialties. It's FREE. Click HERE and tell me where to
send it. It's fun to see what's out there!

Joany Turck, RN
Over 10 Years of Travel Nursing
Cardio Thoracic ICU/Stepdown

"When you consider travel, remember the market fluctuates and you
may not know where your next assignment will be,” Turck advised. “It’s
important to be aware of nursing procedures and to learn more about
facility policies that may change from place to place."

"Network with others to find a staff member who can assist you to learn
more about your job role. Get to know nurses who share your values
and goals and keep in touch with them. Keep in mind that you can have
good or bad co-workers regardless of being a staff or travel nurse,” she
said.

“You need to be cooperative, flexible and willing to travel to new places
and work in nursing departments that are new to you. Be willing to
learn as you develop a comfort level as a travel nurse.”

TAKE ACTION!
Joany has more than 10 years experience as a travel
nurse. You can read more about her travels and lots of
other travel nurses sharing their experiences in my "Meet
the Nurses" series HERE.

Heather Bors, Lead Healthcare Recruiter
trustaff
O. 877.880.0346 ext 1127
E. hbors@trustaff.com
"Interviews- When you know you’ve been submitted .....and are waiting for an
interview, keep a little notebook handy. Jot down any questions you want to ask
ahead of time and some bullet points of what is most important to you. This is a
great way to keep your priorities top-of-mind and avoid the “interview freeze” we
all get when we’re under pressure. Plus, then you can easily make notes about
the call—what charting system they use, how they schedule, what the scrub
colors are. Don’t forget to write down the name and title of the person who
interviewed you!"
"New Contract- Especially for first-time travelers, I always advise that it will take at
least 3 full weeks to get comfortable on a new assignment. Week 1 is usually
orientation and it can feel like the first day of school all over again! Week 2 you
start to get an understanding of the floor and the people. By week 3, you have a
better picture of the hospital and unit politics. So don’t panic if you don’t feel on
your game right away; learn, help, and give it some time."
"Orientation- If the idea of orientation week makes you nervous, be sure to ask
about it during your interview. You can get a better idea of the typical orientation
schedule and you can ask any additional questions about orientation right then
and there."

TAKE ACTION!
Licensing always generates a lot of questions.
Here is a quick rundown on travel nurse
licensing with a link to a free cheat sheet to
help you get the lay of the land. GET IT

Kora Behrens, RN, BSN, MSN
Medical Solutions, Clincal Nurse Manager
Kora.Behrens@medicalsolutions.com
877.880.0346 ext 1127

"As a baby nurse (new grad) I thought I knew what travel nursing
was all about. I was sadly mistaken when I got involved with
travelers amongst Medical Solutions and other staffing agencies.
Travel nursing requires you to be an expert with great skill and
knowledge in the area you choose to travel. This is an absolute
necessity because travel nurses will be expected to hit the ground
running with minimal to no orientation...... I would recommend
getting a solid 2 years in the specialty of your choice and then seek
out traveling adventures in nursing."

"Every 13 weeks or so you will embark on a new journey, at a new
facility, with many new faces and personalities. Not only is it
important to be competent with your nursing skills, but it is also
important to be adaptable to your surroundings. This includes
dealing with multiple personalities, perspectives, and personas......
This will help you to minimize conflict with others while also helping
you navigate your way through the facility and their expectations of
you."

TAKE ACTION!
If you would like more information go to my
website and read the frequently asked questions
section. Lots of good stuff there! GO NOW

More Free Goodies
Visit our community of Travel Nurses on Facebook
for information and news on all things travel nursing.
Facebook.com/TravelnursingInfo

In your INBOX, a weekly listing of hot travel
nursing jobs from around the USA. Click HERE
to have it sent to you.

Would you like a personal, customized job
search done for you? Fill out this form and I
will get it done for you. ASK HERE.

Have a question you would like to get a
personal answer to from Conrad? Click
HERE to email him personally!
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